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HOW TO DETERMINE YOUR FAUX SEPTUM RING SIZE

The best faux septum ring size depends on one side on personal taste and on the other side, 

the faux septum ring should not fall down when moving or being bent too much, since it can 

break in the middle.

Some people prefer to wear the faux septum ring further away from the nose and some people 

like to wear it tighter, thus it feels more secure and attached. Please be aware that is can not 

hang to much down since it then will be lost easily and it should not be too tight so the inside 

of the nose gets hurt or the fauf septum ring will break in the middle when attaching it.

FAUX SEPTUM RING SIZE GUIDE
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FAUX SEPTUM RING MEASURING TIPS

Measure the length of the part between your nostrils. This works best with a vernier caliper or 

also a ruler. A measuring tape is a bit difficult to use and give en exact measurement.

The faux septum ring sits inside the nose so the the open end of it has to e slightly narrower 

than your meassurements. It should not sit too tight, thus the inside of the nose gets pressed 

too much, but it should as well not be too wide in order to not fall down.

The faux septum ring is made of 18k gold. It is a soft metal and thus can slightly bend. Please 

do not overbend it when applying the faux septum ring since it can easily break in the middle.

The opening width is important to get the fit right - it should not be too tight and sit 

comfortable.

Please, find our general faux septum ring sizes attached underneath:*

FAUX SEPTUM RING*

DIAMETER SEPTUM RING SIZE

INCH MM

0.39 10 X-SMALL

0.47 12 SMALL

0.59 15 MEDIUM

0.59 15 LARGE

* This is for reference only. NIVES cannot be held responsible for any errors that occur as a result of measuring your septum ring size.
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In case these measurements and wearable sizes do not fit your personal measurements and 

are either to large or too small and you would like a special size for an item, just get in contact 

with our customer care and we will try to help you, please write to cutomercare@nives.com.

TIPS FOR BUYING THE SEPTUM RING AS A SURPRISE 

Ask your significant other’s friends or mother, father, son, daughter or friend if they know 

her/his faux septum ring size or borrow one of your significant other’s faux septum rings 

(one that fits nicely) and use the faux septum ring guide above to determine its size.

We offer only one standard gauge – thickness – of our 

faux septum rings. This is:

10 mm

 0.39 in

12 mm

0.47 in

15 mm

0.59 in

15mm

0.59 in

For assistance please write to customercare@nives.com

This guide is for reference only. NIVES cannot be held responsible for any errors that occur as a result of measuring 
your faux septum ring.

4 mm

 0.16 in

5 mm

 0.19 in

5 mm

 0.19 in

7 mm

 0.27 in
Opening:

Diameter:


